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Introduction
Thanks to smartphones, fast internet speeds, social media and apps, sports fans have become
“hyperdigitalised” (Lawrence and Crawford, 2018). Sports clubs are also an example of very
popular brands with loyal and highly engaged fans. Like many organisations, clubs are seeking
opportunities in digital transformation in order to engage a wider fan base and playing a positive
role in the wellbeing of fans and communities.
The Fan Fit project began in 2015 at the University of Salford in the UK. The team of academics
started the project in order to use technologies to engage fans and customers around fitness
and wellbeing working with local sports teams. The Fan Fit app was designed to pull in news,
fixtures and social media but with the addition of tracking walking and running automatically
through the phone or a fitness wristband. The app had the ability to create fitness leagues
between fans (global, monthly or personal). Personal leagues could also be created and shared
with a code.
The idea came from working with a local football team (Salford City Football Club), so the
original name of the project was Footy Fit where the initial Minimal Value Product (MVP) was
tested and developed. The MVP was developed by working with a local app development
company using a small source of University funding through a competition from the Technology
Transfer Office at the University of Salford. The app was later rebranded to Fan Fit once other
sports clubs became interested in the idea. The app was designed to be ‘rebrandable’ (white
label) and white functionality, which means that the app could be customised for different
brands and functions changed.
It was developed as a native app on Android and iPhone. Native app development costs more
but was necessary in order to create the fitness tracking and other functions required. Each
phase of development cost approximately £10,000 working with a development company in the
North of England and approximately £4000 working with student freelance app developers. The
table below demonstrates the three primary phases of Fan Fit development.
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Phase 1 (2016)

Phase 2 (2018)

Phase 3 (2019)

Initial idea and MVP to create Created a rebranded instance of Created a rebranded version
a fitness app for a football

the app for Salford Red Devils

of Fan Fit app for Rangers FC

club called Footy Fit

Rugby club called ‘Red Devils

and Charity Foundation called

Fan Fit’

‘Fit Bears’

The project used a user centred design approach involving fans at each stage of development
through surveys, focus groups and social media netnography (Fenton and Kreps, 2017).
Netnography is a set of standards and guidelines for conducting ethnography online and the
capture of primary data through participant observation (Kozinets, 2015). The project founders
and marketing team were constantly interacting with users of the app and decision makers in
sport through social media, often using the #FanFit hashtag on social media to engage fans.
Netnography offers an excellent way to interact with the audience in an interactive way, build
social capital and then analyse the qualitative data to describe the online community under
study to better understand it (Fenton and Procter, 2019). This can be done by taking
screenshots of key moments and using social media to interact and build relationships and is a
very good way to answer How and Why research questions relating to online brand
communities. In addition, it is a good way to source comments (positive and negative) from
fans.
The problem
The initial stages of the app have proven that there is value in engaging fans and maybe
customers of organizations who want to be closer to their communities. The founders of the app
are now looking for new ideas of how to market and develop the project into new lucrative target
markets where the app could potentially go beyond a community based project to become a
self-sustaining start up business.
Fan Fit – Salford Red Devils and Rangers FC
The first major implementation and public release of the project was a smartphone app created
on Android and iPhone platforms which eventually became the first and only official club app of
Salford Red Devils Rugby Club. This project was funded through another internal funding
competition at the University of Salford. Red Devils are a top division Super-League club but like
many sports clubs, had a website and social media channels but no smartphone app for
engaging their fans. Fans were able to win digital badges and physical prizes such as season
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tickets, shirts or fitness wristbands through the app, creating a social media buzz and dialogue
between club and fans. It included Garmin wristband integration and also allowed several
different types of wristbands to work with the app or it also worked using just the phones built in
fitness tracking.
In 2019, the project was successful in securing funding from Nesta and the Scottish
Government. It was a funding call called ‘Healthier Lives Data Fund’ aimed at empowering
Scottish citizens to take control of their own health matters through data and technology. This
opportunity allowed Fan Fit to partner with Rangers Football Club and the Rangers Charity
Foundation to create a new rebranded version of Fan Fit for them called #FitBears. Rangers are
a very successful football club based in Glasgow, Scotland. They have over 50,000 fans
attending games and have won more league titles than any other club in the world.
See also: http://fanfit.co.uk/

Figure 1 - Fan Fit Red Devils Smartphone app
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Fan Fit aims
1. Engage fans through new technology to build a new kind of brand community focussed
on fitness and utilising the social capital that exists in their favourite club
2. Raising awareness and encouraging fans to be more active to rise to some of the major
health challenges of our times such as obesity and heart disease
3. To reach more brands to create further instances of the rebrandable app and move
beyond fitness to other areas of wellbeing
Whilst Fan Fit has been primarily focused on creating white label smartphone apps for sports
clubs, the trajectory ultimately is to work with other organisations that have some responsibility
to their fans or customers and they wish to create a digital brand community which is not only
under their control but gives them more access to data. Research has already started
investigating various digital transformation opportunities for Fan Fit beyond smartphone to use
the Internet of Things including wristbands and voice activated search devices in the home such
as the Amazon Alexa and Google Home units present in millions of homes. There are also other
opportunity to go beyond fitness to include other fan wellbeing content such as nutrition and
mental health.
Salford Red Devils marketing were making the most of the app. The evidence shows that the
app goes beyond the basics of engaging users but actually encouraging a change in their
lifestyle. For example, one of the fans lost nearly 20kg and was thinking about running a
marathon with the help of the app (Wood and Whiteside, 2019). Here is a selection of the
positive comments from the Red Devils Fan Fit
“Fan fit has really got me focused on my steps again!”
“After the walking challenge last month, I actually felt confident enough today to manage my first
run in 5 years since my knee injury only 1 1/4 miles but a start :-)”
“Loving the Red Devil’s fit app, got back into running because of it. Are you were launching an
update at weekend?”
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Figure 2: Screenshot of Salford Red Devil’s website: app helping supporters to lose weight
through a competition to win physical prizes
The Fan Fit app therefore seized the opportunity of implementing fitness tracking into a
rebrandable (white label) official club app to obtain what could be described as a first mover
advantage. Fan Fit opened up other opportunities and discussions with sports clubs at national
level getting and securing further funding and partnering with a major football club (Rangers
FC). These successes are of course counterbalanced with many other promising discussions,
meetings and research with clubs and fans which helped with feedback on the idea selling
process as well as features design and refinement and working closely with users to take a user
centred design approach.
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Buyer persona for Fan Fit
The current business to consumer (B2C) buyer persona of Fan Fit is - Jim Watson (fan).
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Buyer persona for Fan Fit - Andrea Rogers (decision maker within a sports club)

Figure 3 - Buyer persona for Andrea Rogers
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Buyer Persona Spring for Fan Fit
The buyer persona spring is an appropriate strategy for digital entrepreneurs to reach their
buyer personas. The three central loops are channels, content and data. It is no coincidence
that the central loops form a spring. If the channels, content and data are used correctly, the
spring should tighten together bringing you (or your organisation) closer to your customer (buyer
persona).

Figure 4 - The buyer persona spring (Heinze et al., 2016)
For Fan Fit, it has at least two distinct audiences / buyer personas. The first one is fans (such as
Jim Smith) and the second is marketing and communications staff and decision makers within
organisations that may want to adopt a version of Fan Fit for themselves (Sarah White). For the
buyer personas outlined above, we outline which channels Jim and Sarah are using.
Channels
For Fan Fit, Twitter and Facebook has proven to be an appropriate channel to reach fans like
Jim. This can be used to promote downloads of the Red Devils version of the app, competitions
and general discussion/banter. Meanwhile, for Sarah, LinkedIn and email has proved to be
reasonably effective at reaching decision makers. Some printed materials (postcards, banners
and a small case study booklet) have also been produced. These have been used for live
events at sports clubs such as Red Devils match days. The website www.FanFit.co.uk is a
useful resource for fans and decision makers to find out more about the wider project. It
contains a limited number of blog posts and receives a limited amount of traffic (see below).
Content
In terms of content, using a combination of official messages from the brand Jim follows (Red
Devils) and the conversational approach between fans, Fan Fit founders and club, this helps to
build social capital and community to reach Jim. A competition to win a season ticket and the
competition with his friends and fellow fans is enough to get him to download the Fan Fit Red
Devils app and get more active and engage. In Sarah’s case, LinkedIn may be an appropriate
channel to identify who she is and send her a personal connection request and personalised
message about Fan Fit. It is also possible to produce press releases and share these more
widely using LinkedIn.
Data
Data wise, Fan Fit has its website analytics (see below), the app analytics and social media
analytics. In addition, there is a constant data gathering process through survey, focus group
and online interactions with fans. Fans leave digital footprints in all of their online activities,
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making them reasonably transparent in terms of data. The content is then disseminated to the
buyer persona through the appropriate channels.
Marketing progress so far
The printed materials are new, but they were useful in order to run a physical event at a sports
club to reach Red Devils fans. Getting the printed material to decision makers in sport is more
challenging and requires individual connections to be made over email, LinkedIn or networking
opportunities.

Figure 4 – Google Analytics for the Red Devils Fan Fit app
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The figure above demonstrates that according to Google Analytics, there were 816 app users
recorded in 12 months (September 2018-2019) of the Red Devils Fan Fit app including those
that uninstalled the app. According to demographics stats, the main audience was primarily men
aged 25-45 from the United Kingdom. This is approximately a third of Red Devils season ticket
holders.

Figure 5 – FanFit.co.uk Google Analytics visitors
There is a plan in place to create a new website and new blog posts and video content in order
to create more visitors and impress any new prospective brands who wish to work with Fan Fit
on an app for their organisation. Social media use on the project to reach decision makers has
so far been limited. There have been a number of digital marketing student projects but the
results have been limited. Clubs such as Red Devils have also used social media to promote
their version of the app to fans and this has had some success in encouraging fans to download
it.
Finance
The main costs for the app are:
1. Native app development (Android and iPhone)
2. Research and marketing assistants (students and graduates)
3. Marketing (new video and printed materials)
4. Consumables such as fitness wristbands for testing, research and prizes

At the time of writing, Fan Fit relies primarily on project focused funding from University or
funded projects. In the future, it is hoped that revenue can be generated from individual clubs /
brands that pay for new instances, customisation and support of the app. Project focussed
funding has been far more successful to date but the project also requires brands / sponsors for
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new versions of the project to generate more revenue to make the project more sustainable in
the future. There is also a potentially lucrative market for Fan Fit rebranded for non-sporting
brands including educational establishments and corporates who have a duty of care to their
staff or customers.

Case study activities:
Current business situation
1) Develop the current buyer persona of Jim for the fan based on the provided information and
your own research where possible.
2) Illustrate the current business model of Fan Fit by creating a SWOT analysis and a business
model canvas.
3) Identify the competitors of Fan Fit and see how their marketing tactics differ in a market that
you are interested in.
4) Analyse the #FanFit hashtag – what kind of how and why questions could we pose using a
netnography approach?
Future growth
5) How would you suggest Fan Fit should approach future growth? What is the digital
marketing strategy that you would recommend for them in order to be able to sell in other
markets that you feel would be appropriate?
6) Develop a new buyer persona for a target market you would suggest focussing on.
7) Develop a Buyer Persona Spring - the key elements of the digital marketing strategy to enter
the new market.
8) Review the current business model and illustrate how it will need to change to
accommodate your new target market.
9) Provide a list of key activities in a Gantt chart for the new digital marketing strategy
implementation.
10) Provide a key risks assessment and their management and mitigation for the new strategy
implementation.
11) Using the business model canvas, show the changes the company would have to make to
implement your strategy.
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